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Who we are and what we do Who we
are and
what we do
Love, Amelia is a charitable organisation which supports families living in
Sunderland and South Tyneside who are experiencing hardship.
We play a key role in supporting families by gifting new and pre-loved equipment,
clothing, toys and other essential items for babies and young children ages 04years. Items are distributed to families who are experiencing hardship relating to
poverty, crisis, and illness. The families we support would otherwise be without the
necessities their child needs to be safe and happy.
Love, Amelia is named in honour of our founders’ daughter Amelia. Amelia was
born in Sunderland Hospital in January 2018 and tragically passed away 12 minutes
after her birth. Inspired to support local families, the charity was founded in her
name to help families access the essentials every child deserves to help them have
the best start in life.
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Referrals in 2020
Around 37% of children are living in poverty across Sunderland and South Tyneside
and around 55% of child protection plans identify domestic abuse as a prevalent
factor in the families. Poverty and domestic abuse are the primary reasons for
referral to our service. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic means poverty is
now a reality for many more working families across Sunderland and South
Tyneside as families are unexpectedly plunged into financial distress.

Primary Reason for Referral in 2020 (%)
4% Other

Referring Agents in 2020 (%)

4% Young Parents
2% Other
6% Education
5% Housing

8% Emergency
Hospital Bundles
59% Poverty /
Financial Difficulties

16% Domestic
Abuse Services

19% Social
Services

7% Benefit &
Welfare Services

25% Domestic
Abuse

45% NHS /
Health Services

Bundles provided in 2020

Jan
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Nov Dec

Our Year in Numbers
752
Bundles
Gifted

223
Christmas
Bags

65
Safe
Sleeping
Bundles

21
Prams /
Strollers

34
Swings /
Bouncers &
Play Mats
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£61,000+
worth of
items
gifted

458
People
Supported

28
Mother’s
Day Gifts

78
Clothing
Bundles
752
Bundles
Gifted

50
Home Safety
Equipment

51
Baby Toiletry
Packs

49
Toy Bundles
66
Bottle
Feeding
Packs

17
Baby Baths

2104
Facebook
Supporters

45
Pairs of
Shoes

19
Mother’s
Toiletry
Packs
12
Breast
Feeding
Packs

42
Referral
Partners

139
Emergency
Hospital
Bundles

113
Packs of
Nappies

27
Book
Bundles

107
Other

Katie’s Story
Katie is a mam to two boys, aged 4 and 2, and was 35 weeks pregnant with her
daughter when she was referred to Love, Amelia by her support worker.
“Love, Amelia helped me when I
moved into the refuge with my two
sons and I was heavily pregnant with
my daughter. I was new to the area
having been moved by police and I
had to leave my home with barely
anything, the boys had some clothes
in a bag and a couple of things given
by the women in the refuge but I had
no real belongings for any of us.
My support worker really helped me
and made the referral to Love, Amelia
to ask for some clothes for my boys
and help for my new baby but when
everything arrived I was speechless! I
couldn’t believe it was all for me and
my children.
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They kitted my boys out in clothes,
shoes, toys, books everything! I only
expected a couple of outfits at the
most but I can’t put in to words how
grateful I was. They even received
two little bags to keep their belongings
in when we moved to our own place,
the sentiment of this really touched
me as the boys have been through so
much and to see them so happy
brought me to tears.
I was really
overwhelmed trying
to prepare for my
new baby as I was
on benefits which
didn’t stretch far
enough, especially when trying to
rebuild our lives. I felt like I couldn’t
win because the money just wasn’t
enough to cover everything. Love,
Amelia helped me so much I
genuinely don’t know what I would
have done without them. They gave
me a beautiful cot and Moses basket
and clothes for the first 3 months, I
couldn’t believe it. They helped me
with feeding equipment so I could
breastfeed which I don’t think I would
have done otherwise, as well as toys,
nappies, toiletries and so much more.
It is truly an amazing service and I
can’t express how grateful I am.”

Pre-loved Donations
Children’s items including clothing, toys, prams and sleeping equipment are used for
a limited period before the child outgrows them. Many items are still useable at this
point but according to WRAP, millions of tonnes still end up in landfill each year. We
encourage donations of pre-loved items that are still useable and in great condition
to help more families benefit from them and help reduce waste.
Regular donation sessions enable
families to recycle the items their
children no longer need. The simple act
of donating pre-loved items makes a real
difference for our community as we can
make sure they go to a family who really
need them.
Donation days are always extremely
busy with families eager to support
others. The generosity and quality of
items donated is incredible.
“We heard the story of how Love, Amelia
started and knew we wanted to help. We have
two boys and they are lucky to have everything
they need so we want to be able to share that
with families who are not as fortunate as us.
Donating to Love, Amelia has helped my boys
to learn about kindness and know that not every
child is as lucky as they are.
Mother and father of two – South
Tyneside

“I would much rather donate my kids' preloved
toys and clothes to someone who doesn't
have a lot rather than trying to sell them or bin
them. I recycle whatever I can and donating to
Love, Amelia is the perfect way to reduce
landfill and give to someone less fortunate. It's
so easy to donate items and knowing that a
coat has kept a child warm on their walk to
school or a new toy has put a smile on a
child's face means a lot to me.”
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Mother of two – Sunderland

Quality Checks
We take great pride in each bundle we provide as we want families to feel like they
are receiving a gift, not a hand out. All pre-loved items are checked to make sure
they are high quality and safe to use.
Our rule is if we would be happy to use it for our own children, we are happy
to pass it on to another family.
Pre-loved items are checked to make sure
they meet UK safety standards and cleaned
ready to be used in their new home.
New mattresses are given with all donated
cots, cotbeds and Moses baskets and we
ensure instructions and fixtures are included.
Leaflets including safe sleeping guides by The
Lullaby Trust are provided with all sleeping
bundles to help raise awareness of safer sleep
reduce the risk of SIDS
“The cot we received looked brand new. The child had been sleeping in a cot that was broken
and very unsafe so to get this so quickly was incredible. Mum was very grateful for the new
mattress and bedding as they had to buy a used one which we know can be unsafe. Thank
you for including information about safer sleeping advice as this reinforces our message”
NHS Health Visitor

Clothes and bedding are laundered as necessary by our team of volunteers to
ensure they are fresh for the child to use straight away. Clothes are checked for
excessive wear, loose buttons and broken zippers to ensure they are the best
condition they can be.
All toys and puzzles are checked to ensure only complete and safe sets are given
for children to enjoy. All books are free from rips, scribbles and missing pages as
we want children to be proud to receive a gift that is for them.
The first few days of a child’s life are almost always
indoors but as the days and weeks go by parents want to
feel the pride and excitement of taking their child out into
the world. Having a pram that is stable, safe and suitable
to their child’s age enables parents to enjoy going out.
Thorough checks are made to ensure prams meet UK
safety
standards and are clean ready for that first walk.
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Sophie’s Story
Sophie is 16 years old and is a first time mam to her 9-month-old daughter.
Sophie was referred to Love, Amelia by her welfare officer.
“I fell pregnant when I was 14 and did not expect to have a baby so young. I am
lucky to have support from my family but my parents don’t have a lot of money and
can’t buy everything my daughter needs. I am still at school so can’t work and I was
so scared and embarrassed to ask for help as I was worried people would think I
couldn’t look after my daughter and take her away from me.
Love, Amelia were amazing, they didn’t judge me or my situation and really helped
me when I didn’t know what else to do. My daughter no longer fit in her clothes and
they were able to give me at least a months worth of clothes in her current size and
the next size up. We cant always afford to wash our clothes every week but I now
have enough to make sure she is always clean. They are so beautiful and I feel
proud to be able to get her dressed in the morning knowing they fit her properly.
My daughter kept getting nappy rash as I couldn’t afford to change her nappy as
often as I know I should but I just didn’t have enough nappies. Some days she went
without a nappy or I would use a muslin if I didn’t have any left. Love, Amelia have
given me a huge supply of nappies, wipes and other bits to help keep her clean and
told me I can get more anytime I need them. This means more to me than anything.
Love, Amelia have also helped me with a cot, pram and highchair which are
practically brand new. I love being able to take her out to the park because I have
never been able to do this until now. I am so grateful and wish I had asked for help
sooner.”
“I contacted Love Amelia for advice and received a referral form to complete immediately. I
completed the form and was offered support for the family straight away. The turn around for the
equipment we received was very, very quick. We received a lot of equipment for the child as well as
clothes and toiletries for both the parent and child. We also received nappies and advice what other
charities could offer. This has made a huge difference to their lives as they literally had nothing. They
are able now to take the child out for a walk, which they couldn't before. They can learn the child to
sit in the high chair and eat a meal properly as well as interact with her through the toys they
received. The quality of the goods received was excellent. The family also commented on the
quality, especially the clothes received. Everything was in excellent working order, very clean and
most things seemed to be virtually new.
Most of all this has taken a lot of stress away from the family as they had worries and concerns that
they were being judge for not being able to afford the basics for their child. They are happier now
they are meeting her basic needs. I think the service is amazing and the turn around of referrals is
very efficient. Everyone at the organisation was very supportive and genuinely want to provide the
best for the family that they had never met” – Welfare Officer
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Collaboration with NHS
We are proud to have a close relationship with our local NHS trust and work
together to support families across Sunderland and South Tyneside. Amelia was
born in Sunderland Hospital and the support following her passing has had a lasting
impact. It was fitting to launch Love, Amelia at the hospital on her birthday to share
how our organisation can work with the NHS to support families in need.

“Love, Amelia is a wonderful tribute to a
beautiful baby girl and our hospital and
community midwives were so proud to be at
the launch and hear about how the charity
can help expectant mams and families
experiencing hardship in Sunderland. Amelia
was born in our hospital and we are so proud
to support this fantastic cause.”
- South Tyneside and Sunderland NHS
Foundation Trust

In 2020, we provided 139 small bundles to hospitals across Sunderland and South
Tyneside. The bundles include clothing in newborn and tiny baby sizes to ensure all
families have immediate access to clothes when their new bundle of joy arrives.
Knitted hats, cardigans and blankets are also included as a personal touch; gifting
handmade items shows the baby is cared about as someone has taken time and
effort to make the item for them.
The bundles are distributed by the maternity units and community teams when a
baby is born and family have no access to clothes. A referral is then made for
families who are without essentials for their baby.

“We are extremely grateful for Love,
Amelia’s kindness. Some of our families,
who, for whatever reasons, find themselves
struggling financially and these gifts are a
very welcome support”
- Lead Midwife, South Tyneside and
Sunderland NHS Foundation Trust

Community Involvement
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Engaging the community in our service is at the heart of what we do as we promote
our organisation as one family supporting another. Under ordinary circumstances,
we are fortunate to receive a steady stream of support from volunteers who offer
their time however as a consequence of the pandemic we have had to adapt our
service and only accept support from afar. This is only a snapshot of the vast
amount of support received this year!
ASDA Community
Champions helped to keep
our toiletry shelves well
stocked during COVID

St Anthony’s school helped
keep children warm with
donations of coats, hats,
scarves, and gloves

The anonymous heroes helped
keep our nappies and baby
shelves in good supply

The residents of Beckwith Mews and Hope Bank View
supplied beautiful handmade blankets for our bundles

Northumbria Police
donated numerous
boxes of toys and
knitwear for local
families
Tiny Tots Facebook Group
knitted countless hats,
cardigans and bonding
squares for new babies

2,100 + Facebook Supporters
97,000 + Facebook Reach

Mother’s Day 2020
On Mother’s day, we provided a mini pamper pack to some of the local mams we
support who would have otherwise been forgotten. At Love, Amelia we understand
how difficult being a parent can be at the best of times but more so when facing
difficult circumstances. Some of the mother’s we support are fleeing abuse or
isolated from friends and family so we wanted to help give Mam’s a little boost and
acknowledge them for the amazing job they do. Twenty-eight packs were sent out
to let them know they are doing a job good and they are part of a community that
cares.

"Being a single mam to a 2 year old
and 8 month old I thought the only
Mother's Day present I would have
would be one I bought myself. I don't
have anyone to help me and no
spare money to buy myself anything,
so getting this gift meant the world to
me. I cant thank you enough. This is
the first Mother's Day present I have
ever had "

“Being able to deliver the gift packs to the mam’s has definitely been one of my
favourite days at work. They were so grateful that someone had thought about
them and wanted to do something nice for them. Many of the families we work
with have had a really rough start so being able to see the joy in their eyes is
something I will not forget.”
- Social Worker, Children’s Services.

“I referred one of the mam’s I was working with as she never spends time or
money on herself and I felt she deserved a little treat. She was quite
overwhelmed when I delivered it to her as I don’t think she has ever had a
Mother’s Day gift before. I thought the handwritten card was a lovely, personal
touch. It is a really lovely thing you are doing to put a smile on their face”
- Health Visitor
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COVID -19 Pandemic
Twenty-twenty has been a year like no other as the COVID-19 pandemic has
amplified a situation which was already bad. Many families have been struggling for
years as there have been no real increase in wages for families with the lowest
income and benefits have not kept up with the rising cost of living. This crisis has
impacted the lowest earning households the most as figures show 38% of families
with babies and young children have seen a reduction in income as a result of
COVID. Over half of families with already low income have borrowed money to
cover basic costs such as food and rent and are turning to services for support with
items for their children. This reflects the increase in demand we have seen in Love,
Amelia with more families needing support for their children.
“I have found myself seeking help for families that were financially stable prior to COVID and
I would never have thought they would be needing help from a baby bank, but when all your
income stops overnight it has a huge impact. Families are worried about how they are going
to provide for their children, not knowing if they have enough nappies or milk to make it
through the week is a stark reality for many I work with. Love, Amelia has been a lifeline and I
don’t know what we would do without them.
- Health Visitor, Sunderland

We have remained operational throughout the pandemic to continue to provide an
essential service to families in need of support. Having to close our doors to
volunteers and working with only a small core team, we worked around the clock to
keep our service going and be a much-needed lifeline for many. Working with our
community and referral partners, we have been able to respond to 100% of all
requests for support.
Our community have rallied to help keep our shelves stocked
during national lockdowns. In usual circumstances we have a
steady stream of donations coming through the door but with
donations of pre-loved items suspended, our community have
helped by donating funds and purchasing much needed
goods from our Amazon Wishlist.

Thank You Key Workers
To thank the key workers for the exception role they
have played during the COVID-19 pandemic, we sent
boxes of goodies to services across the health, social
care and voluntary sector as a small token of
appreciation for the incredible work they do for our
community.

Lucy & Bruno’s Story
Lucy and Bruno are parents to two boys and were referred to Love, Amelia by
their Family Worker after struggling due to loss of income.
“We have always worked hard to try
provide for our children and give them
everything they need but it has felt
impossible as the money going out is
often more than what’s coming in.
The boys seem to grow up so quickly
and no sooner we buy them shoes or
clothes they have outgrown them. We
always lived just on the line of coping,
living month to month and having no
savings to fall back on.
When the pandemic hit, we found
ourselves really struggling as our
income stopped overnight. I rented a
small room in a salon and offer beauty
services and Bruno has his own
business as a decorator. The owner
of the salon wanted me to keep
paying the rent but with no customers
I couldn’t afford it so I lost my place
with her. I know my customers will
come back to me but while in
lockdown there is no way I can make
money. At the start, Bruno wasn’t able
to claim any money as he had been
working for himself for less than a
year and no one wanted people in
their homes so we were really stuck.
We started borrowing money from
family which we hate to do, but we
could only do that for so long and we
felt really desperate. I never thought
we would be in a position of needing
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help from a food bank or baby bank
but I am so grateful these services
exist as they have saved us.
Love, Amelia were able to give my
boys clothes and shoes that fit
including thick coats which I was truly
grateful for as they were just wearing
jumpers or the coat that was too
small. They have given us toys,
books and colouring in/craft sets to
keep them occupied at home – I am
sure many parents agree how
stressful it has been to occupy the
kids at home but when your own
mental health is rock bottom it makes
it 10x harder. To make it even more
amazing they helped us at Christmas
with some truly incredible gifts for my
kids but also for us too! Love, Amelia
were there for my family when we
were at our lowest point and I am so
grateful for everything they have done
for us.”

Christmas 2020
In the lead up to Christmas, it was heart-breaking to hear how many families were
so worried about giving their children a special day. Twenty-twenty has certainly
been a year like no other, so to help our community we launched our first ever
Christmas campaign to bring some magic to the end of a monumental year. Our
planning started in September, during the depth of the pandemic, with a decision to
provide gifts to children of all ages as well as their parents/ carers who we felt
deserved a little treat too. Our
supporters were very responsive and
the compassion from our community
was nothing short of amazing.
With help from individuals and
corporate partners, we were able to
respond to 100% of all Christmas
requests. Schools, supermarkets,
businesses, community groups, NHS
staff, and local families all came
together to give back to the
community – a truly amazing effort!

We handed out gift bags filled to the
brim with goodies for 223 children
and adults with an estimated value
of over £20,000! All presents were
either perfect condition or brand
new and in most cases were
matched to the specific request of
the child / family. Each person
received their own gift bag as well
as a Christmas Eve goody-bag for
the whole family which included
reindeer hot chocolates, biscuits,
selection boxes, books, activity
packs and a personalised
handwritten card designed by
5 year old Chloe Gordon.
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Feedback
Health and wellbeing
▪ 100% of families and professionals feel the items provided by Love, Amelia
helped reduced parental stress and anxiety. All report to be less worried
about money and less stressed about providing for their child.
▪ 100% of families and professionals feel the child is happier and the items
provided have improved child wellbeing.

Safety and development
▪ 78% of families and professionals feel the items provided have improved the
safety of the home environment.
▪ 79% feel the items provided by Love, Amelia have helped improve the child’s
learning and development.

Reduced risk-taking behaviours
▪ 70% of families and professionals feel the items provided by Love, Amelia
have helped reduce risk taking behaviours such as resorting to crime and pay
day loans.

Positive Relationships
▪ 91% of professionals feel Love, Amelia service has enabled them to engage in
positive discussions with the family they are supporting.
▪ 100% of families and professionals would recommend Love, Amelia to a
colleague or family needing support.
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Have Your Say
“I have accessed Love, Amelia a number of times for families I work with and they
are always fantastic. I honestly don’t know what we would do without them, the time
from referral to collecting the items is fast and efficient which is what we need when
families are at crisis point.”
- Social Worker, Children’s Services.

“Love Amelia has helped me support families at crisis point with parcels of nappies
and wipes and Christmas gifts. This has enabled the families to prioritise their
spending to ensure the children are warm and well fed. It also helped to reduce
family stressors and anxieties around difficult periods.”
- Health Visitor

“Love, Amelia are amazing. The children and families that received gifts were so
thankful. As was I. The gifts were beautiful, and wrapped beautifully. I was so
impressed with the Christmas Eve boxes too. One woman said how amazing and
how personalised they were. She and others were so grateful. I have spoken to
many of the families and they had an amazing Christmas. All thanks to Love
Amelia. The women were so stressed and upset as many couldn't afford gifts due
to fleeing from violence and abusive partners. Many had no money and the money
they had, was spent on new homes, clothing, gas, electric and heating to keep the
children warm. I honestly don't know what we would do without this service. Love
Amelia has not only helped with Christmas but many items women need to start
again after fleeing. Thank you so much.”
– Domestic Abuse Outreach Worker

“Submitted referrals for vulnerable families which have enabled their children to
reach their full potential which they wouldn’t have without this support. I have also
submitted referrals for Christmas gifts which have brought joy to families in so many
ways”
- Health Visitor
“The items provided are always packed in boxes or gift bags. This ensures that they
can be delivered to the families without them feeling awkward or embarrassed if
others see them being delivered”
– Family Worker, Children’s Services
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Have Your Say Continued…
“I was very happy with the quick response from Love, Amelia, the client was very
happy with the items and additional information and support given to us both. An
excellent service that will be recommended to help support others. Thank you.”
- Health Visitor
“I referred to Love, Amelia when a family told me they had nothing for their baby. I
couldn’t believe how much Love, Amelia were able to provide so quickly. Nothing
was a problem for them, they are so friendly and even brought everything to the
hospital for the family to take home with them. We were worried how to get the
baby home but they were given a brand new car seat we couldn’t believe it. This
service has been so desperately needed and you are doing an amazing job.”
-Midwife, City Hospital Sunderland
“I think this service is just incredible. The families we work with have all had children
removed from their care in the past but are working with us during their pregnancy.
Love, Amelia never ask questions or judge a persons situation, they just want to
help the family have the best start. The turnaround for referrals is always so quick
and the quality of the items is always impeccable. They are very friendly and
accommodating every time we collect the items. This is a truly valuable service”
- Barnardo’s Practitioner
“The help from this charity has helped me more than I can say. My baby is due in
10 weeks and I had nothing and no money to buy anything as I was never allowed
to have money so now I am trying to get my money sorted. I was so scared my
baby would not have anywhere to sleep or clothes that were given to me that are too
big and horrible but these are beautiful. I can relax knowing my baby girl has
everything she needs when she is born”
- Mother to be
“Never did I think we’d be in this position. I truly appreciate everyone’s support.”
- Mother to four children
“I went for days without food just so I could buy nappies and feed my kids but even
that wasn’t enough at times. I felt so desperate and didn’t know about Love, Amelia
until my health visitor referred me and I feel like a weight had been lifted. They are
angels! I was so embarrassed to go pick everything up but they were so friendly
and never judged me. They even put some things in for me which meant the world
to me. They helped me at my lowest point and made sure me and my kids had
everything we needed. I can’t thank them enough”
- Mother to two children.
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